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A three-dimensional single-cell-resolution
whole-brain atlas using CUBIC-X expansion
microscopy and tissue clearing
Tatsuya C. Murakami1, Tomoyuki Mano1,2, Shu Saikawa3, Shuhei A. Horiguchi4,5, Daichi Shigeta1,
Kousuke Baba6,7, Hiroshi Sekiya8, Yoshihiro Shimizu9, Kenji F. Tanaka10, Hiroshi Kiyonari11,
Masamitsu Iino8,12, Hideki Mochizuki 6, Kazuki Tainaka1,13 and Hiroki R. Ueda 1,2,4*
A three-dimensional single-cell-resolution mammalian brain atlas will accelerate systems-level identification and analysis of
cellular circuits underlying various brain functions. However, its construction requires efficient subcellular-resolution imaging
throughout the entire brain. To address this challenge, we developed a fluorescent-protein-compatible, whole-organ clearing
and homogeneous expansion protocol based on an aqueous chemical solution (CUBIC-X). The expanded, well-cleared brain
enabled us to construct a point-based mouse brain atlas with single-cell annotation (CUBIC-Atlas). CUBIC-Atlas reflects inhomogeneous whole-brain development, revealing a significant decrease in the cerebral visual and somatosensory cortical areas
during postnatal development. Probabilistic activity mapping of pharmacologically stimulated Arc-dVenus reporter mouse
brains onto CUBIC-Atlas revealed the existence of distinct functional structures in the hippocampal dentate gyrus. CUBIC-Atlas
is shareable by an open-source web-based viewer, providing a new platform for whole-brain cell profiling.

T

he mammalian brain is composed of various cellular circuits
of different physiological functions. Comprehensive analysis
of such complex cellular circuits in the entire mammalian
brain is one of the fundamental challenges in neuroscience. Toward
this goal, a number of mammalian brain atlases, including ones for
nonhuman primates, have been constructed1–8 and provided useful
anatomical platforms. These mammalian brain atlases can be used
(i) as a platform for mapping different cellular populations over the
entire brain when combined with genome-wide expression data by
in situ hybridization9 and microarrays10,11, (ii) as a platform for mapping cellular activities by measuring gene expression of immediate
early genes12–14 and (iii) as a platform for mapping cellular connections when combined with neural projection analysis based on
adeno-associated virus15 or rabies virus16,17.
Three-dimensional (3D) reconstitution of imaging data acquired
from 2D serial sections has been a common strategy for mammalian brain atlases1–3,8. Although the image-based atlases can provide
high-resolution information, the enormity of the data prevents flexible editing and update of the atlas. Considering that the cell is the
basic unit of life, a cell-based atlas would provide an attractive alternative to image-based atlases. A compact atlas of this type may be
editable via an open-source platform and therefore easily updated
by overlaying various cellular functions (for example, activity, gene
expression, cell type and neural connection).
To construct a single-cell-resolution mouse brain atlas, it is essential to accurately identify whole cells in the whole brain. To this end,

an appropriate imaging technique should provide both subcellular
resolution and whole-brain-scale coverage. The recent development
of potent tissue-clearing methods, including BABB, 3DISCO and
uDISCO, CLARITY/PACT-PARS, CUBIC and others18–24, enables
rapid single-cell-resolution imaging of an adult mouse brain when
combined with light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM).
However, rapid subcellular-resolution imaging over the entire brain
is still challenging because of the limited resolution of current LSFM
techniques and insufficient transparency of tissues.
Expansion microscopy, developed by the Boyden group25, and
another expansion protocol developed by the Gradinaru group26
provide a new approach to improving optical resolution by physically expanding tissues. The Chung group further applied expansion microscopy to whole organs27. These polymer-based expansion
microscopy methods may allow subcellular-resolution imaging of
samples. In addition to the improved resolution, tissue expansion
is expected to provide optical advantages in tissue transparency
because the refractive indices (RI) inside tissues would become
more homogenous. However, since excess expansion makes tissue
too fragile28, moderate tissue expansion is called for.
In this study, we developed an editable, point-based mouse
brain atlas with single-cell resolution by an intensive tissue-clearing method combined with tissue expansion. Describing the whole
mouse brain as an ensemble of cellular points with less than 3 GB
of data was achieved by subcellular-resolution imaging of a nuclearstained brain and automatic detection of cells. With reference to
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anatomical annotations from the Allen Brain Atlas8, this single-cellbased brain atlas, CUBIC-Atlas, allowed us to count the number of
cells in the annotated anatomical region. Region-specific cell counting in the developing mouse brain revealed a significant decrease in
cell numbers in the cerebral visual and primary somatosensory cortical areas during early postnatal development. By probabilistically
mapping pharmacologically activated neural cells onto CUBICAtlas, we also discovered a functionally distinct brain region in the
hippocampal dentate gyrus. This single-cell-resolution analytical
platform, CUBIC-Atlas, is thus suitable for unbiased system-level
cellular analysis.

Results

Identification of swelling reagents by comprehensive chemical screening. To construct an imaging technique with both subcellular resolution and whole-brain-scale coverage, one feasible
approach would be volumetric imaging by tissue expansion. All
current expansion microscopy methods are based on hydrogelembedding of tissues, some of which enable imaging of fluorescent
proteins26,29. Conventionally, expansion protocols have been limited
to tissue slices or cultured cells. Recently, a whole-organ expansion
protocol was reported27, termed magnified analysis of proteome
(MAP), which successfully demonstrates fourfold expansion in one
dimension. However, subcellular imaging with whole-brain-scale
coverage could not be achieved due to the lack of a hyperhydrative RI matching reagent that can maintain the expansion and the
lack of high-resolution objective lenses that can cover an entire
expanded brain. Furthermore, because tissue denaturation at high
temperature is required, MAP is not able to observe fluorescent
proteins without immunostaining. Therefore, expansion protocols that allow both mild whole-organ expansion and retention
of fluorescent protein are still needed. Considering that too much
expansion causes fragility of tissues28 and that commercially available high-resolution objective lenses are limited in their working
distance (WD; 8-mm XLPLN-series 10×and 25×Olympus lenses),
we decided to develop a moderate, ten-fold volume-expansion protocol. Because simple immersion of organs into aqueous chemical
solution retains fluorescent protein signals well, and because some
aqueous chemical solutions are known to promote tissue swelling23,30,31, we endeavored to develop an expansion protocol with
aqueous chemical solutions.
To identify the chemicals that achieve both tissue expansion
and RI matching, we performed comprehensive chemical screening. For parallelization of screening experiments, we used gelatin
instead of brains because of the high similarity between paraformaldehyde (PFA)-fixed gelatin and PFA-fixed delipidated brains
in terms of swelling behavior and isoelectric points (Fig. 1a,b and
Supplementary Fig. 1). These results prompted us to establish highthroughput screening of swelling agents based on PFA-fixed gelatin
gel (type B). To quantitatively evaluate the swelling ability, we measured the water absorption at 975 nm in chemically treated gelatin gel
(Fig. 1c and Supplementary Fig. 1). For the chemical screening, we
first chose 1,691 chemicals out of over 25,000 commercial chemicals
from Tokyo Chemical Industry in terms of their potential water-solubility. The screening revealed 11 chemicals (Supplementary Table 1)
with greater swelling ability than that of a conventional swelling
chemical, urea (Fig. 1d), and further screening using mouse brains
revealed that six of these 11 swelled the delipidated brain more than
urea (Fig. 1e). We next asked whether they can promote further
swelling if mixed together. To simplify the experiment, we classified
these final candidates into three groups (imidazole, pyrazolone and
amine groups) based on their chemical structures and chose a representative chemical from each group. The combinatorial swelling
effect was tested in the forms of a mixture or a sequential procedure
with fixed gelatin blocks. The result suggested significant synergistic effect of imidazole and antipyrine (Fig. 1f). Based on this result,
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we designed the whole-brain expansion protocol by serially treating
brains with imidazole and antipyrine.
CUBIC-X for whole-brain expansion with retention of native
proteins. To ensure compatibility with 10×volume expansion, tissue clearing and rigid sample mounting on LSFM, we developed
the following four-step protocol: (i) tissue delipidation, (ii) volume
expansion, (iii) RI matching and (iv) gel embedding. Brains were
delipidated by ScaleCUBIC-1, then immersed in aqueous imidazole
solutions as the volume expansion step. The 20% imidazole solution, termed CUBIC-X1, was the minimal concentration to achieve
the largest expansion volume (Supplementary Fig. 2). To promote
the transparency of expanded brains, we next explored a high-RI
medium compatible with the expanded brain tissue. Antipyrine,
another candidate swelling reagent, displayed remarkable water
solubility and high molar refractivity (Supplementary Fig. 2). We
found that the mixture of 5% imidazole and varying amounts of
antipyrine showed high transparency while maintaining the expansion (Fig. 2a,b). On the other hand, other examined conventional
aqueous RI media could not maintain the expanded size or lacked
high clearing ability (Fig. 2a,b and Supplementary Fig. 2c). The
clearing performance of an imidazole–antipyrine cocktail was
also quantitatively confirmed against the USAF resolution chart
(Methods and Supplementary Fig. 3d–f). In view of handling, we
chose the 5% imidazole + 55% antipyrine cocktail (RI =  1.467) as
the RI medium, termed CUBIC-X2. In the final 5-d expansion
protocol, we obtained a 10 × expanded brain with almost full transparency (Fig. 2c,d). For rigid sample mounting on a microscope,
gelation was performed by adding 2% agarose to the CUBIC-X2
medium. CUBIC-X2-based agarose gel was highly transparent and
solid (Fig. 2d and Supplementary Fig. 3). A series of expanded tissue-clearing protocols, termed CUBIC-X, was compatible with the
fluorescent dye staining of cell nuclei (Fig. 2d). Furthermore, our
CUBIC-X protocol was also compatible with fluorescent reporter
proteins by using a modified ScaleCUBIC-1 reagent (5% by weight
(wt%) Quadrol, 10 wt% Triton X-100 and 25 wt% urea) at the delipidation step (Supplementary Fig. 4). We performed LSFM imaging
of brains expressing YFP under Thy1, PLP and Mlc1 promoters
(see Methods), demonstrating clear imaging of fluorescent proteins
deep in the tissues (Fig. 2e–g,i). High-NA (1.0) confocal imaging of
Thy1-YFP mouse brain suggested the applicability of CUBIC-X to
imaging of subcellular structure with CUBIC-X protocol (Fig. 2h).
Whole-brain nuclei imaging of a CUBIC-X expanded brain with
customized LSFM. Because of the irregular and diversified morphologies of cells, comprehensive identification of cell bodies in a
whole brain is challenging. Because relatively uniform round nuclei
facilitate global cell detection and tracing32, we decided to identify
the locations of nuclei as a surrogate for cell bodies. To this end,
propidium iodide, an organic small molecule staining DNA, was
applied in the following experiments for whole-brain cell detection. To clarify whether CUBIC-X improves imaging quality, we
performed imaging of pre- and post-CUBIC-X brains by commercially available low-magnification LSFM (Methods). The resulting images revealed highly resolved fluorescent signals from the
thalamus, located deep in the brain (Supplementary Fig. 5). We
then asked whether a CUBIC-X-expanded brain retains original
spatial information of nuclei. To verify whether brains hold nuclei
during delipidation, we performed sequential observation of the
nuclei with 1-mm-thick brain slices from R26-H2B-EGFP mice
(Methods). We confirmed that none of the nuclei were lost during
delipidation (Supplementary Fig. 6 and Methods). Next, we verified that none of the nuclei were lost during expansion by observing
the nuclei in the corresponding regions of pre- and post-CUBICX brains (Supplementary Fig. 6 and Methods). Together, we concluded that none of the nuclei were lost during the whole CUBIC-X
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Fig. 1 | Identification of swelling reagents by comprehensive chemical screening. a, Correlation of the swelling ratio between delipidated hemisphere
brains (n =2) and postfixed type B gelatins (n =3) treated with PBS, water or 12 chemicals. These 12 chemicals were chosen from our previous study23.
GH, guanidine hydrochloride; SD, sodium deoxycholate. R2 value was calculated with all individual data plots. Scale bars, 5 mm. b, Isoelectric points (pIs) of
lysozyme, type A gelatin, type B gelatin and extracted brain protein. ‘Fixed’, fixation by PFA. c, Chemical screening procedure for swelling reagents from
a 1,691-chemical library. Numbers (for example, #1352) indicate chemical identification numbers. OD975, 975-nm absorption. Each bar indicates the
mean value. d, In-well gelatin gel-based first round of chemical screening (n =2) identified 11 chemicals with relative swelling scores greater than 0.9 as
a criterion. We highlighted several chemical groups: imidazole (pink), pyrazolone (green) and amine (blue). Each bar indicates the mean value.
e, Hemisphere brain-based second chemical screening (n =2) identified final six chemical candidates. Colors as in d. Each bar indicates the mean value.
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**P <0.01, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test for multiple comparisons; n =6. All values are mean ± s.d.
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Maximum intensity projection was applied over the 30-μm-thick volume. Scale bar, 40 μm. Experiments were repeated once (f), twice (e,g,i) or three
times (h) with independent brains. Representative images are shown. For e–i, a post-CUBIC-X brain was used as a baseline. All values are mean ± s.d.

brain preparation procedure. The degree of expansion is not dependent on cell density (Supplementary Fig. 6). We next quantified the
amount of distortion at macrostructural scale. By three-dimensionally comparing the pre-CUBIC-X brain and post-CUBIC-X brain,
628

root-mean-square errors were measured25. Root-mean-square
errors were estimated at less than ~20 μm, which was ~0.8% of
the measurement length (2,500 μm) in the investigated regions
(Fig. 3a,b, Supplementary Fig. 7 and Methods).
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To visualize the CUBIC-X brain in subcellular resolution using
LSFM, we implemented a customized LSFM equipped with a
long WD detection objective lens (Olympus XLPLN10XSVMP,
NA =  0.6, WD = 8 mm; Fig. 3c and Supplementary Fig. 8). A complete list of parts is available in Supplementary Table 2. The imaging region was divided into an x–y grid, which typically consisted
of 17–20 tiles in the x direction and 18–21 tiles in the y direction.
The sample was scanned in z direction with a step size of 5 μm to
obtain a stack of images. To cover an entire brain, we also introduced rotation sequences (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Video 1 and
Methods). As a result, we obtained clearly resolved images across
the brain (Fig. 3e). We also note that the possible displacements of
the imaging sequences were small enough (x–y tiling: ≤12 μm, θ
tiling: ≤1.3%) to perform the following whole-brain cell detection
(Supplementary Fig. 9 and Methods). The resulting whole-brain
image data was approximately 14 TB with 16-bit raw TIFF format.
We also performed whole-brain imaging of brains expressing YFP
under the PLP and Thy1 promoters. These applications demonstrated subcellular-resolution imaging of fluorescent reporter proteins from whole mouse brains (Supplementary Fig. 10).
Construction of a single-cell-resolution mouse brain atlas
(CUBIC-Atlas). The next challenge in constructing a single-cellresolution atlas is accurately detecting all cells from the acquired
images (Fig. 4a). To this end, we devised a cell-detection algorithm
based on two-step convolution (Supplementary Fig. 11), which
was analogous to a one-step convolution algorithm developed by
Shimada et al.33. In our two-step algorithm, we applied the first
convolution with a 2D mean filter of a kernel diameter, DM1, resulting an image with local maximum values at the center of the cellular nuclei. We limited the pixels to local maximum values, and
other pixels were replaced with zero. Then we unified the multiply-detected cells by performing the second convolution upon this
image, with a 3D mean filter of a kernel diameter, DM2. Finally, we
detected each cell by finding the local maximum in 3D by automatically comparing determined local thresholds (Supplementary Fig.
12 and Methods). By tuning diameters of two convolution kernels,
DM1 and DM2 (Supplementary Fig. 11), we achieved fully automated
cell detection. Evaluated by comparing the result to manual detection, accuracy exceeded 94% in interbrain (thalamus), midbrain
and cerebrum (except hippocampus and olfactory bulb granular
layer), 91% in hippocampal CA1, 90% in olfactory bulb granular
layer, 89% in dentate gyrus and 79% in the densest area, the cerebellum granular layer (Supplementary Fig. 13 and Methods).
Supplementary Video 2 shows a representative z-stack image analyzed by our cell-detection algorithm. We did not observe morphology- or size-dependent errors of cell detection with our algorithm.
As a result, the spatial information of whole-brain cellular nuclei
was represented as an ensemble of cellular points, occupying ~3 GB
and providing a pointillistic anatomical platform that we termed
CUBIC-Atlas. CUBIC-Atlas is an editable platform that can also
accommodate multiple types of cellular information in single-cell
resolution, such as anatomical area, gene expression, cell type and
cellular connections. As an initial step, anatomical information
was annotated onto CUBIC-Atlas by adopting anatomical annotations in the Allen Brain Atlas (ABA)9. Because the ABA brain was
reconstituted from a series of coronal-slice images, we created a
registration based on the virtual coronal slices (Supplementary
Fig. 14 and Methods). Using this registration, each individual cell
in CUBIC-Atlas was assigned an anatomical identity from ABA
(Fig. 4b–j, Supplementary Fig. 15 and Supplementary Videos 3
and 4). To examine how accurately CUBIC-Atlas was annotated, a
nucleus stained brain of a Thy1-YFP-H mouse was registered onto
CUBIC-Atlas. We confirmed that YFP signals of the brain could be
accurately mapped to known anatomical locations, such as cerebral
cortex layers 5 and 634 (Supplementary Fig. 16 and Methods).

Whole-brain cell counting in mice. One of the attractive applications of the CUBIC-Atlas is whole-brain cell counting in adult mice.
For this purpose, we first sampled brains of three adult C57BL/6 N
male mice (8 weeks old), which were then cleared, expanded,
imaged and profiled using the CUBIC-X pipeline described above
(Fig. 4k). As a result, the total cell count in the 8-week-old male
mouse brain was found to be 7.22 (±0.52) ×  107 (coefficient of variation = 7.14%). We also registered and annotated the detected individual cells to anatomical areas in the CUBIC-Atlas (Supplementary
Fig. 17), which provided cell-number information for individual
brain areas (Fig. 4l and Supplementary Table 3).
To comprehensively analyze regional progression of cell numbers during postnatal development, we also performed wholebrain cell profiling of 1-week-old, 3-week-old and 6-month-old
C57BL/6 N male mice according to the CUBIC-X pipeline (Fig. 5a).
In this analysis, we focused on the brain areas excluding cerebellum and olfactory bulb, due to their morphological changes during early postnatal development (Supplementary Fig. 18). We first
investigated whether anatomical areas of the adult brain atlas could
be applied to datasets from younger ages. Automatic annotation of
cortical layers based on adult brain atlas was achieved with high
accuracy (Supplementary Fig. 19). Thus, we applied the anatomical annotations of adult (P56) mouse brain atlas to datasets from
other ages and compared cell numbers in the corresponding areas.
To characterize the developmental progression of cell numbers in
different brain regions, we analyzed the average cell number and
the s.d. over mice aged 1 week, 3 weeks, 8 weeks and 6 months in
each area (Fig. 5b,c) and found that variations in developmental
progressions over age depended strongly on brain area. Analysis of
the coefficient of variation also supported high variability in developmental progression of cell numbers (Fig. 5d,e). To further investigate the developmental progression of cell numbers across the
entire brain, we first calculated the normalized cell numbers of each
area by setting the cell number averaged over ages to 1.0. To extract
the characteristic patterns of developmental progression, we performed hierarchical clustering analysis of the normalized cell numbers (Fig. 5f and Methods). This clustering analysis revealed four
major clusters (Fig. 5g,h). The largest cluster (blue cluster) spread
over the entire brain (Fig. 5i). Two major regional clusters (pink
and yellow) were relatively localized in cortex and olfactory area,
respectively, and a fourth (purple) cluster was localized especially
in midbrain (Fig. 5i).
We next focused on the differences of the normalized cell number between 1-week-old and 3-week-old mice, in which the normalized cell numbers in purple and yellow clusters markedly increased
and decreased, respectively. We first analyzed large brain areas, such
as cerebrum, interbrain, midbrain and hindbrain, and found that
the midbrain displayed a larger increase in cell number than other
areas (Fig. 6a), which was consistent with the enriched distribution
of the purple cluster in the midbrain (Fig. 5h,i). We then mapped the
normalized cell-number increase between ages 1 week and 3 weeks
onto the midbrain, which revealed that the cell number increase was
enriched in the anterior part of the midbrain (Fig. 6b,c). During
the early postnatal period between 1 week and 3 weeks of age, the
normalized cell number significantly increased in the motor-related
areas and the behavioral-state-related areas, whereas the normalized cell number did not significantly change in the sensory-related
areas (Fig. 6d). These findings in normalized cell numbers were also
confirmed by substantial changes of actual cell numbers in these
areas (Supplementary Fig. 20).
We also expected a decrease in normalized cell numbers in the
cortex during the early postnatal period, based on the enriched distribution of the yellow cluster in the cortex (Fig. 5h,i). We focused
on the cortical areas excluding layer 1 because cell numbers in this
outermost area of the brain could be influenced by the residual
arachnoid matter or possible damage during dissection procedures.
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Fig. 6 | CUBIC-Atlas revealed a cell number increase in midbrain and decreases in visual area and primary somatosensory area of cerebral cortex during
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As expected, layers 2/3 and 4 displayed a decrease in normalized
cell numbers during the early postnatal period (Fig. 6e). We further
analyzed the normalized cell number changes of individual cortical
areas between ages 1 week and 3 weeks during the early postnatal
period and between ages 3 weeks and 8 weeks during the maturation period (Fig. 6f). This whole-cortex cell profiling demonstrated
a decrease in normalized cell numbers during the early postnatal
period mainly in layers 2/3 and 4 of the gustatory area, posterior
parietal association area, auditory area, somatosensory area, motor
area, temporal association area and visual area. Since the visual and
primary somatosensory areas have been intensively studied in relation to their critical periods35, we focused on layers 2/3 and 4 in
these areas and analyzed the temporal patterns of normalized cell
numbers in these areas (Fig. 6g), which demonstrated a substantial
decrease in normalized cell numbers in layers 2/3 and 4 of these
areas, as well as a decrease in actual cell numbers (Supplementary
Fig. 21). Although a number of studies have been done on the
decrease of synapses during early postnatal development in the
cerebral cortex35,36, this observation was, to the best of our knowledge, the first report of a significant decrease of total cell numbers in
layers 2/3 and 4 during early postnatal development.
Probabilistic annotation of CUBIC-Atlas revealed a functionally distinct structure in the granule cell layer of hippocampal
dentate gyrus. To demonstrate the power of CUBIC-Atlas, we
used it to identify functionally distinct brain areas. Because mammalian brains do not have identical cellular structures due to individual differences, we developed a probabilistic method to define
areas within the CUBIC-Atlas (Fig. 7a and Methods). As its initial
demonstration, we reanalyzed previously published brain image
data of Arc-dVenus mice to investigate pharmacologically activated
cells (high dVenus signal) in response to chronic administration of
the NMDA-receptor inhibitor MK-80114. We first confirmed that
the activated cells annotated with CUBIC-Atlas more frequently
emerged in the cerebral cortex (Fig. 7b and Supplementary Fig.
22), which is consistent with our previous report. By assuming the
Gaussian probabilistic distribution around the registered activated
cells, we allocated probabilistic activity to each cell within CUBICAtlas, then performed k-means clustering analysis against all cells
in the atlas. The results revealed four clusters distinctly emerging at each circadian time (Fig. 7c). Because the cells of Cluster 1
and Cluster 2 are in the granule cell layer of dentate gyrus (DG-sg;
Fig. 7d,e), we further investigated distribution of the clusters over
DG-sg. Mapping the cell cluster in the DG-sg revealed functional
differences between upper DG-sg, where the majority of dorsal cell
population belonged to Cluster 1, and lower DG-sg, where most of
cells belonged to Cluster 2 (Fig. 7f,g), suggesting the applicability of
CUBIC-Atlas to discovery of previously uncharacterized functionally distinct subareas. Notably, this clear separation of the clusters
is consistent with the inhomogeneous characteristics of the hippocampus37. Discovery of functional areas is possible even without
prior anatomical information. Based on these results, we propose a
new approach for exploring and mapping of functionally distinct
areas, using the single-cell-resolution atlas.

Discussion

To clarify the underlying cellular mechanisms in complex neural
circuits, an alternative atlas describing whole mouse brain as an
ensemble of cellular points is a promising addition to current pixelor voxel-based brain atlases. Herein we proposed a single-cell-resolution mouse brain atlas, CUBIC-Atlas. To this end, we developed
a fluorescent-protein-compatible, intensive tissue-clearing method
combined with a tissue expansion protocol, CUBIC-X, which
enables seamless imaging of the whole mouse brain at subcellular
resolution. Thanks to the high-resolution images, almost all cells in
the whole brain could be abstracted by comprehensive and accurate
634

cell detection, and therefore huge datasets were reduced to portable
and editable data size (~3 GB). Because CUBIC-Atlas was derived
from seamless 3D images, our atlas would be suitable for analysis
of volumetric images generated from cleared brains. The protocol
may also play a pivotal role in global analysis of gene expression and
neural circuits through continuous update of our CUBIC-Atlas by
overlaying various cellular functions.
As a test application of the CUBIC-X pipeline and CUBICAtlas, we performed whole-brain cell counting. Quantification of
cell numbers in the mammalian central nervous system has been
one of the most fundamental and technical challenges in neuroanatomy38,39. For mice, total cell numbers in brains of various strains
have been reported38,40–43, ranging from less than 6.0 ×  107 (ref. 41) to
more than 15.0 ×  107 (ref. 43). This large variation in total cell numbers is assumed to be derived from genetic background, age, sex
and individual differences. In our study, we reported the total cell
numbers of C57BL/6 N male mouse brain (at 8 weeks old) to be 7.22
(±0.52) ×  107. Our extensive evaluation of accuracy (Supplementary
Fig. 13) supports this cell number as an appropriate estimate. We
also note that our cell-detection algorithm tends to underestimate
the cell number rather than overestimate especially in densely populated areas (Supplementary Fig. 13f); thus, we assume this total cell
number is a lower-bound estimate. Further improvement of axial
resolution of LSFM will improve accuracy in densely populated
areas, such as the granular cell layer of the cerebellum. Since the
CUBIC-X pipeline allows not only counting cell numbers but also
identifying cellular locations, the application of the pipeline to pathological analysis is a good candidate for additional study. In some
neurological disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease and depression,
neuronal death or dysfunction of neurogenesis in specific part of
brains are observed44,45. Although local estimations of neuron numbers have been extensively performed, whole-brain comprehensive
analysis of cell numbers of these disease model mice is yet to be
achieved. Such analysis is promising application of CUBIC-Atlas
and will provide insight to neurological disorders.
Our CUBIC-Atlas also revealed a significant decrease in cell
numbers in layers 2/3 and 4 of visual and somatosensory areas
during early postnatal development (Fig. 6). It has been reported
that cell death of presynaptic neurons can be induced by deletion
of their postsynaptic target46,47. In the visual cortex, the neuronal
circuit can be reorganized by synaptic pruning mediated by protease from the extracellular matrix during postnatal critical periods35. Therefore, the cell number decreases observed in this study
might reflect apoptosis of neuronal cells in those areas due to postsynaptic pruning. Other possible explanations for the decrease in
cell numbers are early postnatal glial apoptosis and cortical cellular
migration48. Since the CUBIC-X protocol is compatible with cellular
labeling with fluorescent protein and fluorescent molecule, profiling cell types and tracking cellular migration during critical periods
are potential applications of CUBIC-Atlas in future studies.
Another promising application of CUBIC-X protocol is imaging with super-resolution microscopes. As shown in Fig. 2f and
Supplementary Fig. 10h, CUBIC-X expanded brains maintain the
subcellular structures of neurons. Although the expansion ratio of
CUBIC-X is smaller than those of previously reported expansion
protocols25–27, the availability of fluorescent protein without special
anchoring gel matrices or complicated immunostaining procedures
could simplify experimental protocols. Notably, the expansion can
be performed on a whole-organ scale, thereby allowing researchers
to avoid possible disruptions of microscale structure or cellular circuits caused by tissue sectioning.
An unbiased analysis revealing previously unknown areas is one
of the most attractive applications of CUBIC-Atlas. In this study,
we confirmed the existence of novel subareas in the granule cell
layer of DG by probabilistically mapping spatial information of
pharmacologically activated cells (Fig. 7). This application not only
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demonstrates the feasibility of activity mapping with CUBIC-Atlas
but also proposes an approach to redefining anatomical areas. This
bottom-up approach to build a mammalian brain atlas is synergistic

with the previously reported histologically annotated atlas. In our
study, both information of probabilistic annotation (spatial information of Arc-dVenus expressing cells) and the prior annotation
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(DG-sg) lead to the discovery of a functionally distinct subarea in
DG-sg. The utilization of analytic tools to handle point-cloud data,
such as a point-cloud library49, will further assist cellular description
of the mouse brain.
Since whole-organ imaging technologies are developing rapidly,
our CUBIC-Atlas would contribute to this field by making this single-cell-resolution atlas publicly available. Therefore, we established
a universal data-sharing platform for CUBIC-Atlas (http://cubicatlas.riken.jp) via an open-source web-based viewer and annotation
editor, the Collaborative Annotation Toolkit for Massive Amounts
of Image Data (CATMAID)50 (Fig. 7h). In CATMAID, a CUBICAtlas viewer and editor, annotators can assemble novel annotations
such as gene expression profiling, phenotyping of individual cells
and functional connections of individual neural circuits. We put
our CUBIC-Atlas data and source codes on our webpage (http://
cubic-atlas.riken.jp) to perform cell detection as well as to map and
annotate the detected cells onto CUBIC-Atlas. We thus believe our
CUBIC-Atlas will become a useful platform for 3D brain mapping
and for the digitalization and decoding of the mammalian brain.

Methods

Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available at https://doi.
org/10.1038/s41593-018-0109-1.
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Methods

Mice. We used 6-month-old Thy1-YHP-H transgenic female mice34, 10-week-old
PLP-YFP (PLP-tTA::tetO-ChR2EYFP) transgenic male mice51 and 11-weekold Mcl1-YFP (Mlc1-tTA52::tetO-YC53) transgenic female mice for whole-brain
imaging of fluorescent reporter proteins. We used 4-month-old R26-H2B-EGFP
male mice54 (accession number CDB0238K; http://www.clst.riken.jp/arg/reporter_
mice.html) to observe the influence of delipidation over nuclei, and used 8-weekold C57BL/6J male mice to build the whole-brain atlas with single-cell resolution.
C57BL/6N mice were used to analyze whole-brain cell profiling over various ages.
One-week-old male mice were purchased from CLEA Japan, and 3-week-, 8-weekand 6-month-old male mice were purchased from Japan SLC, Inc.
For sampling, the mice were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital. Then the
subject was transcardially perfused with PBS to flush the blood vessels, followed
by perfusion with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS (pH 7.4) for fixation. Each
excised brain was postfixed with the same fixation solution at 4 °C overnight. The
fixed brain was washed with PBS for several hours to remove PFA. If necessary, the
postfixed samples were immersed in 20% sucrose in PBS at 4 °C and then stocked
in O.C.T. compound at –80 °C until use.
All experimental procedures and housing conditions were approved by
the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Graduate School of Medicine, the
University of Tokyo, or by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Graduate
School of Medicine, Osaka University, and all of the animals were cared for and
treated humanely in accordance with the Institutional Guidelines for Experiments
using animals.
Delipidation of brain sample. For Thy1-YHP-H, PLP-YFP and Mlc1-YFP
mouse brains, a modified ScaleCUBIC-1 reagent (5 wt% N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(2hydroxypropyl)ethylenediamine (Quadrol, Tokyo Chemical Industry, T0781),
25 wt% urea (Nacalai Tesque, 35904-45) and 15 wt% Triton X-100 (Nacalai Tesque,
12967-45)) was applied to suppress quenching of fluorescent proteins. For other
brains, ScaleCUBIC-1 reagent (25 wt% Quadrol, 25 wt% urea, 15 wt% Triton X-100)
was applied23. Brain samples were initially immersed in delipidation reagent,
diluted by half with water, at 37 °C with gentle shaking for 3 h. Then brain samples
from Thy1-YHP-H, PLP-YFP and Mlc1-YFP mice were immersed in modified
ScaleCUBIC-1 at 37 °C with gentle shaking for 8 d. Other brain samples were
treated with ScaleCUBIC-1 at 37 °C for 5–14 d. Because we noticed that long-term
delipidation made the young (less than 3-week-old) mouse brain too soft to handle
properly, we used different duration of delipidation depending on age: 5 d for
1-week-old mice, 7 d for 3-week-old mice and 14 d for 8-week-old and 6-monthold mice. The delipidation cocktails were refreshed every 4 d. After delipidation,
the brains were thoroughly washed with PBS at room temperature (20°C to 30°C)
with gentle shaking overnight.
Size measurements of gelatin blocks and brains. We used gelatin type B (Nacalai
Tesque, 16631-05) in gelatin-based assays (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1).
To prepare gelatin blocks, 10% gelatin aqueous solution was prepared by gentle
heating until the gelatin powder dissolved, and 1 mL of the solution was dispensed
into square dies. Gelatin was allowed to set at 4 °C overnight. After gelation,
resulting gelatin blocks were fixed by 4% PFA in PBS at 4 °C for more than 12 h
with gentle shaking and washed with PBS extensively. Gelatin blocks were treated
with 10 mL of each chemical at room temperature with gentle shaking for 1 d. We
measured the 2D projection area (mm2) of the gelatin blocks using ChemiDoc
XRS Plus (Bio-Rad) and estimated the volume assuming the gelatin blocks were
isotopically swelled or shrunk by each chemical treatment.
To measure the brain swelling ratio (Fig. 1a,e and Supplementary Figs. 1 and
2), brain samples of 8-week-old mice were initially delipidated by ScaleCUBIC-1
as mentioned above. Delipidated brains were cut to make hemisphere brains.
Hemisphere brains were treated with 10 mL of each chemical at room temperature
with gentle shaking for 1 d. We measured the 2D projection area (mm2) of the
hemisphere brains using ChemiDoc XRS Plus (Bio-Rad) and estimated the
volume, assuming that hemisphere brains were isotopically swelled and shrunk
by each chemical treatment. The volume of each hemisphere brain was calculated
by simply taking the 3/2 power of the 2D projection area. Custom-written Python
code was used to quantify the 2D projection area. Initially, a Sobel filter was
applied to give sufficient contrast to the edges, followed by manually adjusting
a threshold to determine the contour of the brains. Finally, we measured inner
area as a 2D projection area. The swelling ratio was calculated as the ratio of the
obtained volume between brain samples before and after chemical treatment.
We measured the 2D projection areas of whole brains instead of hemisphere
brains and evaluated the time-courses of swelling ratios of whole-brain samples in
Fig. 2c. Volumes were estimated as described above. In this Fig. 2c, we used the size
of PFA-fixed whole brain as the original (baseline) brain size.
Measurement of zeta potential. Because isoelectric points of gelatin are different
depending on the manufacturing process, we measured both gelatin type A (MP
Biomedicals, 901771) and gelatin type B (Nacalai Tesque, 16631-05), which are
processed under acidic and basic conditions, respectively. We prepared a 0.1%
concentration of gelatin in water, which we then fixed by 0.8% PFA in water at
4 °C overnight. As a control, we used 0.1% lysozyme aqueous solution (Wako Pure

Chemical Industries Ltd., 122-02673). Brain protein was prepared as follows. Adult
mouse brains were removed from the skull, chopped with a blade, suspended and
sonicated in extraction buffer (20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 0.01 M DTT, and
protease inhibitors (1 × cOmplete, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail, Roche,
05056489001)). We centrifuged 20 mL of the resulting brain suspension (from 10
brain samples) at 12,000 g for 15 min, and 1 mL of the supernatant was mixed with
14 mL of cold 80% (v/v) acetone and 20% (v/v) methanol solution. The suspension
was incubated at 4 °C for 90 min. After centrifugation, the pellet was washed
with 20 mL of acetone and adequate volume of methanol, and then dried at 37 °C
over 30 min. The pellet was fixed with 2 mL of 4% PFA in PBS at 4 °C with gentle
shaking overnight. After washing in PBS, the pellet was stored in 2 mL of stock
solution (20 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.1% NaN3
and protease inhibitors; pH 7.4). The fixed brain protein was diluted to 1/1,000 in
water just before zeta potential measurement. Zeta potential was measured with
ZetaSizer Nano ZS (Malvern). pH was adjusted by titrating 0.05 M NaOH or 0.05 M
HCl to samples. The measured zeta potentials were plotted in Supplementary Fig.
1 and fitted to fourth-order polynomials. Isoelectric points were determined by
calculating a crossing point of the polynomial with the x-axis (Fig. 1b).
High-throughput screening of swelling reagents. For high-throughput screening
of swelling reagents (Fig. 1c,d), we measured 975-nm absorption of gelatin type B
(Nacalai Tesque, 16631-05). We used 975-nm absorption because water absorption
of near infrared shows a peak around 975 nm55, and this peak is widely used to
determine the optical path-length of water56,57. We prepared a mixture of 9% gelatin
type B an 0.8% PFA; this low concentration of PFA was used because hard fixation
by 4% PFA caused less swelling of gelatin, hindering the accurate quantification of
chemical swelling abilities. We dispensed 100 µL of this mixture immediately into
each well of the 96-well plate. The plates were incubated at 4 °C overnight. After
gelation, gelatin plates were washed with water. For calibration, 100 μL of water was
put onto the gelatin, and the 975-nm absorbance was measured with PowerWave
XS (Bio-Tek). After removal of the water, 170 μL of 10% (w/w) chemicals were
put onto the gelatin, and bubbles were carefully removed. The plates were sealed
and incubated at room temperature for 3 d. After incubation, the supernatants
were thoroughly removed by washing the plates with water three times. Then we
added 100 μL of water to the gelatin to avoid surface scattering and refraction.
The 975-nm absorbance was measured again with PowerWave XS. Because some
chemicals produced precipitation in or on gelatin during incubation, we also
measured the 900-nm absorbance as an index of scattering. The same experiments
were performed twice each. We excluded chemicals that showed more than 0.1
absorbance at 900-nm. We linearly normalized the values of 975-nm absorbance of
the gel by the value of blank (0.0) and urea-treated gel (1.0). Then we converted the
975-nm absorbance to in-well gelatin swelling scores (Fig. 1d).
Evaluation of hyperhydrative RI matching reagent. Brain samples of 8-week-old
mice were delipidated by ScaleCUBIC-1 as described above. After delipidation,
brain samples were washed with PBS and then cut to make hemisphere brains.
Each hemisphere brain was immersed in 10 mL of CUBIC-X1 (20% imidazole
(Tokyo Chemical Industry, I0001)) at room temperature with gentle shaking for
1 d. CUBIC-X1-treated brains were subsequently subjected to 10 mL of RI media
at room temperature with gentle shaking for 1 d. We used 60 wt% Histodenz
(RI = 1.467; Sigma-Aldrich, D2158)22,58, 75 wt% fructose (RI =  1.472; Nacalai
Tesque, 16315-55), 100 wt% glycerol (RI = 1.473; Nacalai Tesque, 17018-25), 75 wt%
TDE (RI = 1.469; 2,2’-thiodiethanol, Tokyo Chemical Industry, T0202)59,60, ScaleA2
(RI = 1.382; 4 M urea, 10% (w/v) glycerol, and 0.1% (w/v) Triton X-100)30 and
ScaleCUBIC-2 (RI = 1.485; 50 wt% sucrose, 25 wt% urea, 10 wt% triethanolamine)23
in addition to imidazole/antipyrine cocktails. We measured the swelling ratio of
the resulting brain samples using ChemiDoc XRS Plus (Supplementary Fig. 2). In
Supplementary Fig. 2b, RI values of imidazole/antipyrine cocktails were measured
with an Abbe refractometer (ATAGO, DR-A1, Japan).
We captured transmission images of swollen brain samples (Fig. 2a). These
samples were prepared as follows. Delipidated brain samples were immersed in
30 mL of CUBIC-X1 at room temperature with gentle shaking for 3 d. CUBIC-X1
was refreshed every 12 h. Then these brains were immersed in 40 mL of each
chemical cocktail at room temperature with gentle shaking for 2 d. Each reagent
was refreshed daily.
CUBIC-X protocol. The brain expansion protocol is composed of the following
major steps: delipidation, nuclear staining, swelling, RI matching and gel
embedding (Fig. 2d). Delipidation is described above. For nuclear staining, we
immersed a delipidated brain sample in 3 mL of 30 μg/mL propidium iodide
(Life Technologies, P21493) and 1.5 M NaCl in PBS and incubated it at room
temperature with gentle shaking for 3 d. The brain sample was washed with PBS at
room temperature with gentle shaking for more than 12 h. Then we immersed the
sample in 30 mL of 20% imidazole and incubated it at 4 °C (for Thy1-YFP-H, PLPYFP and Mlc1-YFP brains) or at room temperature (for other brains) with gentle
shaking for 2.5 d. Note that we incubated brain samples expressing fluorescent
proteins at the lower temperature to avoid possible quenching. Since the expanded
brains were fragile, careful handling was required for all following procedures.
Each expanded brain was immersed in 40 mL of CUBIC-X2 (5% (w/v) imidazole
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and 55% (w/v) antipyrine (Tokyo Chemical Industry, D1876) cocktail) with gentle
shaking at room temperature for 1.5 d. The cocktail was refreshed every 12 h. For
gel embedding, well-cleared swollen brains were embedded in CUBIC-X2 with 2%
agarose (Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd., 318-01195). Prior to gel embedding,
agarose powder was dissolved in CUBIC-X2 by heating, and then we cooled the
mixture to a moderate temperature. Gelation was performed at 4 °C overnight. The
gel-embedded samples were then dissected for imaging.
Measurement of light transmittance and scattering. For Fig. 2b, we measured
the light transmittance of the brain samples used in Fig. 2a, from 380 to 780 nm
at 5-nm intervals with an integrating sphere (Spectral Haze Meter SH 7000,
Nippon Denshoku Industries). Every sample was tested in 2-cm optical pathlength cells with each chemical solution. For Supplementary Fig. 3, we measured
the light transmittance of water, 2% agarose, CUBIC-X2, 2% agarose CUBIC-X2
and CUBIC-X brain in 2% agarose CUBIC-X2. We calculated the transmission
value per centimeter by the square root of the total transmission value at each
wavelength.
To measure scattering, we referred to the method described by Schwarz et al.61.
Images were taken with a macro-zoom microscope (MVX10, Olympus) with
an SDFPLAPO1.6XPF (NA = 0.24, Olympus) objective lens. The brains were
immersed in ScaleA2 or CUBIC-X2, in glass cases placed on top of a light source
with a positive 1951 USAF resolution value (Edmund Optics). CUBIC-X2-treated
brains were embedded in gel with 2% agarose before imaging. For quantification,
minimum and maximum intensity over element 2, group 2 of the USAF resolution
chart was used. The absolute differences between the minimum and the maximum
were computed, and the local contrast was calculated by normalizing it to blank
controls (ScaleA2 reagent or 2% agarose CUBIC-X2 in CUBIC-X2).
Evaluation of application of CUBIC-X to fluorescent protein with confocal
microscopy. Purified recombinant EGFP, EYFP and mCherry were used to
evaluate quenching of fluorescent proteins by various chemical treatments. Each
chemical solution was mixed with EGFP (6.7 μg/mL final concentration), EYFP
(8.5 μg/mL final concentration) or mCherry (200 μg/mL final concentration). We
measured the fluorescence intensity of each sample with Enspire (Perkin Elmer,
USA; Supplementary Fig. 4). To evaluate the availability of CUBIC-X protocol to
brain samples expressing fluorescent reporter proteins, we acquired images of the
hippocampal area of Thy1-YFP-H mouse brains from the ventral side at 2-μm
steps using an upright confocal microscope (FV1200, Olympus) equipped with
a 25 × objective lens (XLSLPLN25XGMP, NA =  1.0, WD = 8.0 mm, Olympus).
A 473-nm laser was used for excitation. Acquired images were volume-rendered
and shown in Fig. 2e.
Evaluation of distortion during CUBIC-X protocol. To assess nonlinear
deformation of chemically treated brains, we attempted to prepare a transparent
brain preserving the original shape as a standard. After delipidation and PI
staining, brains were washed with 30 mL of PBS at room temperature with
gentle shaking for 12 h, and then immersed in 10 mL of modified ScaleCUBIC-2
(22.5 wt% antipyrine, 22.5 wt% sucrose, 25 wt% urea, 10 wt% triethanolamine
(Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd., 145-05605) and 80 mM NaCl), diluted
by half, at 37 °C with gentle shaking overnight. Then the brains were further
immersed in 5 mL of modified ScaleCUBIC-2 at 37 °C with gentle shaking for 2 d.
The modified ScaleCUBIC-2 was refreshed every day. After image acquisition, the
brains were washed with 30 mL of PBS at room temperature with gentle shaking
overnight, and then immersed in 30 mL of ScaleCUBIC-1 at 37 °C with gentle
shaking for 1 d. After washing in PBS, samples were expanded with CUBIC-X1,
followed by RI matching with CUBIC-X2 and gel embedding as described above.
To acquire images, we used a light-sheet fluorescent microscope (developed
by Olympus). The pre-CUBIC-X brain sample was immersed in a mixture
(RI = 1.490) of silicon oil TSF4300 (Momentive Performance Materials, RI =  1.498)
and mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich, RI = 1.467), and the post-CUBIC-X brain
sample was in mineral oil (Sigma-Aldrich, RI = 1.467) during image acquisition.
Images were captured with a 0.63× objective lens (NA =  0.15, WD = 87 mm) with
2× optical zoom for pre-CUBIC-X brains or 1× zoom for post-CUBIC-X brains.
A 532-nm laser was used for image acquisition. To cover whole brains, a stage was
designed to move in both lateral and axial directions. When the stage was moved
axially, the detection objective lens moved in synchrony with it to avoid defocusing.
We measured the volumes of pre- and post-CUBIC-X brains by segmenting
the brains from acquired images. Segmentation was performed by combining the
binarization and morphological opening of the images. The thresholds for the
binarization and the radius of morphological openings were manually determined.
Voxel numbers of segmented brain volumes were counted, then converted into
mm3 (Supplementary Fig. 5).
For nonlinear distortion analysis, postexpansion images were registered
to pre-expansion images using affine transformation and then nonlinear
transformation. We used ANTs (Advanced Normalization Tools)62 as a registration
tool because it has proved successful in a number of image registration tasks63.
Affine transformation was performed with mutual information, 64 bins and
300,000 samples as the parameters of the ANTS function. We used 100 ×  10 ×  10
iterations for the nonlinear transformation, using symmetric normalization (SyN)

implemented in ANTs. We used the value in the *InverseWarp.nii.gz deformationfield file to evaluate nonlinear deformation, because this file contains nonlinear
transformation registration elements. To reduce the computational cost, we applied
the images to a 3D grid with 20-voxel spacing, and then collected the voxels in
the grid. We calculated two values of L′ and L from each pair of the collected
voxels, where L′is the distance between two voxels in pre-SyN transformed
images and L is the distance between two voxels from post-SyN transformed
images (Supplementary Fig. 7). Both L′ and L were measured using the pre-SyN
transformed image as the baseline. We created graphs of |L – L′| as a function of
distance L, calculating the root-mean-square error and s.d. As shown in Fig. 3b,
RMS errors were less than ~20 µm, which is ~0.8% of the measurement length
(2,500 µm) in the investigated regions.
Evaluation of cellular loss during a CUBIC-X protocol. We confirmed that no
nuclei were lost during delipidation process (Supplementary Fig. 6). To visualize
the nuclei before delipidation, we used brains of R26-H2B-EGFP mice. The
brains were sectioned into 1-mm-thick coronal slices, then immersed in modified
ScaleCUBIC-2 before the delipidation process. Fluorescence observation of
nuclei was performed with confocal microscopy. Delipidation with modified
ScaleCUBIC-1 was performed after observation, and samples were gently shaken at
37 °C. The samples were cleared with modified ScaleCUBIC-2 1 h before confocal
imaging and delipidated again until the end of the sequential observation period.
Because repeated observation with confocal microscopy bleaches EGFP signals,
propidium iodide was introduced to enhance the signal of nuclei starting at day 3.
We also confirmed that none of the nuclei were lost during expansion by
comparing images taken before and after CUBIC-X treatment. The pre-CUBIC-X
brain was prepared by delipidation and nuclear staining and imaged with a confocal
microscope. Then the same sample was expanded and imaged with the customized
LSFM. The post-CUBIC-X brain image was linearly registered to images of the preCUBIC-X brain by ANTs using the affine transformation (Supplementary Fig. 6).
To evaluate how the intercellular expansion ratio depends on cell density, images of
the post-CUBIC-X brain were first registered to images of the pre-CUBIC-X brain
by a similarity transformation. Then one pair of 2D images (250 µm ×  250 µm) were
extracted. Nuclei in the images were segmented by thresholding and converted to
circular particles with the ‘analyze particles’ function in Fiji. One-dimensional cell
density was measured as the number of nuclei on a connecting line divided by the
length of the connecting line (Supplementary Fig. 6c). The intercellular expansion
ratio was measured as L2/L1 for a matched pair of nuclei (Supplementary Fig. 6d).
Finally, the relationship between the intercellular expansion ratio and the 1D cell
density was plotted (Supplementary Fig. 6e).
Construction of the customized light-sheet fluorescent microscope. Overviews
of the customized light sheet microscope are illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 8.
For notation of the xyz coordinate system, please refer to Fig. 3c,d. A full list of
parts is presented in Supplementary Table 2, and CAD drawings are available upon
request. The excitation light source was provided by a fiber-coupled CW laser
(Omicron, SOLE-3 equipped with λ  = 488, 594 and 642 nm). After collimation, the
beam was split into two paths (right and left excitation) using 50:50 beam splitter
(Thorlabs). Left and right paths were essentially identical. The beams struck an
electrically tunable lens (ETL, Optotune, EL-10-30) combined with offset lens
with f = –50 mm, positioned at the conjugated plane with the back focal plane of
the illumination objective through a series of 4 f relay lenses. The focal length of
the ETL was tuned to adjust the focus point of the light sheet. A graduated iris was
placed to adjust the diameter of the beam, which defined the effective NA of the
illumination objective (NA =  0.1, WD = 30 mm, Nikon, CFI Plan 4×). The diameter
of the iris was set at 3 mm, which corresponds to an effective NA of 0.03. NA =  0.03
corresponds to the minimum beam waist of about 10 μm and Rayleigh length of
about 0.64 mm, which ensured a homogeneous light sheet thickness throughout
the field of view (in this setup, 1.4 mm in the x direction). The first galvo mirror
(Thorlabs, GVS001) was placed to adjust the z-position of the light sheet so that the
excitation beam illuminated the focal plane of the detection objective. The second
galvo mirror (Cambridge Technology, VM500Plus) was used to generate the light
sheet, following the a DLSM scheme32. The mirror was swept at 500 Hz and the
amplitude was adjusted to sufficiently cover the entire field of view (in this setup,
1.65 mm in the y direction). The detection objective (XLPLN10XSVMP, NA =  0.6,
WD = 8 mm, Olympus) was inserted directly into the hole located on the side of the
custom-made sample chamber, and the chamber was filled with mixture of high-RI
silicon oil (RI = 1.498, Momentive Performance Materials, TSF4300) and low-RI
silicon oil (RI = 1.396, Momentive Performance Materials, TSF405) whose RI was
adjusted to match to the brain samples (RI = 1.467). The samples were mounted on
a motorized x–y–z–θstage through a custom-made sample holder (x and y stages,
Thorlabs, MTS50/M-Z8E; z stage, Physik Instrumente, M-112.1DG; θstage, Physik
Instrumente, M-116.DG). The gel-embedded brain sample was mounted onto
the sample holder. The sample fluorescence was imaged with an sCMOS camera
(Andor, Neo 5.5) through an f = 200 mm tube lens, after passing through a custommade filter wheel equipped with φ  = 32 mm filters. Since the detection objective
had a large back pupil, use of 32-mm filters was necessary to prevent clipping of the
collected photon. All electronic devices were integrated and controlled by customwritten LabVIEW software (National Instruments).
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Tiling sequence in whole-brain imaging. To image the entire brain with a limited
field of view and working distance of the detection objective, we designed the
following image acquisition sequence. Schematic of the procedures is presented
in Fig. 3d. Initially, the x–y coordinates of the imaging region were defined by
specifying the top-left and right-bottom corner. The program then automatically
divided the region into two-dimensional tiles, consisting of rectangular blocks
whose size was determined by the field of view of the objective (in this setup,
x = 1.4 mm and y = 1.65 mm) and the specified overlap value (10% for data shown
in Supplementary Fig. 9b,c; 2% for others). The overlap value was defined to ensure
that there would not be any loss of brain regions, and overlap was considered and
handled properly in the data analysis. Next, the range of the z-scan was specified.
Images were collected by scanning the sample in the z direction, with a step size of
5 μm. We also implemented an autofocus function, which was executed every 200
images, to compensate for slight shifts of the focal plane of the detection objective
due to the movement of the sample. This shift was considered to be caused by the
fact that there was a slight RI mismatch between brain sample and immersion
oil, and depending on the distance between the sample boundary and objective
the light traveled slightly different paths. The autofocus routine swept several
different light sheet positions by adjusting the sheet-positioning galvo mirror, and
it calculated the image sharpness by applying a Sobel filter and taking the squared
sum of the intensity to find the sheet position with maximum sharpness.
After collecting images from the ventral side, the sample was rotated by 180°
using the θstage and the second half of the acquisition (dorsal side) was initiated.
Since the sample was rotated along the y axis, it was critical to determine the
center of rotation in the x–z plane. This was done manually by locating identical
cells or structures near the cerebral aqueduct from the θ  =  0° and θ  =  180° sides.
In this way, two blocks of images were merged continuously (Supplementary
Fig. 9a). The errors caused by rotation as well as by x–y tiling were quantified,
as described below. The excitation laser power was typically 1 mW (measured
before the illumination objective), which was low enough to prevent fluorescence
bleaching despite long imaging times. Single-image acquisition took approximately
200 ms (50 ms of exposure, 150 ms of stage motion), achieving an acquisition
rate of 5 images/s. Each image was approximately 11 MB (2,160 ×  2,560 pixels,
16 bit), corresponding to 55 MB/s data, which can easily be handled with hard
disk drive arrays. The total image acquisition was completed within 4 d, yielding
approximately 1.3 million images or 14 TB of data. The acquired data was either
recorded on local hard drives or directly transferred to storage in the server
through a 10-Gbit Ethernet cable.
Imaging of whole mouse brains expressing fluorescent proteins at subcellular
resolution. To demonstrate subcellular-resolution imaging on a whole-brain scale,
we imaged mouse brains expressing fluorescent proteins PLP-YFP and Thy1YFP-H. Prior to imaging, these brains were delipidated, PI-stained, expanded
and gel-embedded, as described above, and imaged with the customized LSFM.
To further analyze the PLP-YFP mouse brain images, we applied a Frangi filter64
to enhance the fibrous structure (Supplementary Fig. 10d). In the Frangi filter,
a 3D Hessian matrix is constructed at each voxel, and the fibrousness and fiber
orientation are determined by solving the eigenvalue and eigenvector of the matrix.
Prior to filtering, image tiles were stitched together using TeraStitcher65 to correct
the stripes at tile boundaries, and the image resolution was reduced to 5 μm on
all axes to ensure a homogeneous resolution. The Frangi filter was implemented
using Matlab code available online (https://jp.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/
fileexchange/24409-hessian-based-frangi-vesselness-filter).
Quantitative measurement of tiling displacements. We used 10 ×  10 (x ×  y) tiles
of 600-image stacks with the 10% overlap of each stack in both x and y directions
to quantitatively evaluate the possible loss of cell detection originating from tile
displacement (Supplementary Fig. 9b,c). We selected 10 × 10 tiles so that pictures
would not include space outside the brain. Brain samples from 1-week-old mice
were used for image acquisition. Displacement was calculated with stitching
software, TeraStitcher65. Displacement search regions must be set in the alignment
step. We set sV, sH, and sD, whose searching areas are 50 pixels around 200 sliceimages per layer. Because larger searching regions return more correct value, we
set the largest values of sV, sH and sD in our computational setup. In thresholding,
we set 0.5 as the threshold parameter to judge whether a tile is stitchable. In the
placement step, displacement values were calculated by the minimum spanning
tree algorithm. The resulting values in the xml:merging.xml file were analyzed. The
displacement values were extracted both from SOUTH_displacement and EAST_
displacement. We repeated the displacement evaluation twice and summarize it in
Supplementary Fig. 9b.
To estimate theta tile displacement, we acquired 10 ×  10 (x ×  y) tiles of 600image stacks from θ  =  0° and θ  = 180° using an identical brain, and then compared
the two stacks. Prior to analysis, these datasets were stitched with TeraStitcher
using the same parameters described above. Stitched images were further
downsampled to a voxel size of 45 μm ×  45 μm ×  45 μm (x ×  y ×  z), and images from
θ  = 180° were registered to θ  = 0° images with the ANTs similarity transformation.
Mutual information with 64 bins was used as the similarity metric. The resulting
matrix was decomposed to estimate the rotation angle around the x, y and z axes
(Supplementary Fig. 9c).

Computational system and data storage. The image processing server comprises
two 12-core CPUs (Intel Corporation, Xeon E5-2590 v3), Intel 256-GB C612
Chipset (16 GB × 16 GB), DDR4-2133 SDRAM (Samsung, M393A2G40DB0-CPB,
ECC Reg.), four GPUs (Nvidia Corporation, GeForce GTX TITAN X), a 12-GB/s
SAS RAID card (Avago, MegaRAID SAS 9380-8e) with 42 hard disks (Seagate,
ST100NM0033 and ST5000NM0084), two 1-TB SATA hard disks combined in a
RAID-1 for the system, and forty 5-TB SATA hard disks combined in a RAID-0
for every ten hard disks for the data. The image processing server is connected
to a workstation beside the microscope by a 10-GB Ethernet fiber (Mellanox
Technologies, MC3309130-002) via two 10-GbE switches. The storage server
comprises a CPU (Intel Corporation, Xeon E5-1620 v3), C612 Chipset (Intel
Corporation), 8-GB DDR4-2133 SDRAM (Samsung, M393A1G40DB0-CPB, ECC
Reg.) and a RAID controller (Avago, MegaRAID SAS 9361-8i) with thirty-six 6-TB
SATA hard disks (HGST, Inc., HUS726060ALE610). One hard disk is a hot spare
and other 35 hard disks are combined in a RAID-6. Effective capacity of these hard
disks is 198 TB (1 TB for the system and about 197 TB for the data).
Whole-brain cell-detection algorithms. Cell detection was performed via
our image-processing pipeline, implemented in Matlab for GPU-based 2D cell
detection and in Python for CPU-based unification of detected cells to remove
duplicated detections in the z direction. The local thresholds of the subregions
were initially determined as shown in Supplementary Fig. 12. Each subregion
(216 pixels × 256 pixels) was determined by dividing each single image (2,160
pixels × 2,560 pixels) into 10 ×  10 (x ×  y) regions. Modes were calculated using a
histogram of pixel intensity with a bin size of 10.
Next, we set the background intensity at <2 × the mode intensity and extracted
background signals (blue in Supplementary Fig. 12). Next, we calculated mean
intensity and s.d. from the resulting histogram, and then set the image threshold
at intensity < 2 s.d. above the mean (red in Supplementary Fig. 12). We determined
the range of thresholds both to avoid cell detection in empty regions of the images
and to ensure cell detection without loss in dense regions such as the cerebellum.
We detected local maxima after applying a 2D mean filter kernel with diameter DM1
in the first 2D cell-detection step (Supplementary Fig. 11a). We determined DM1
as 8.45 μm (13 pixels) to maximize the accuracy of 2D detection among cerebral
cortex, hippocampus and olfactory bulb (Supplementary Fig. 11d). Each intensity
value and x–y–z coordinate of detected peaks in each stack were output in CSV
file format. This GPU-based 2D cell-detection was completed within 35 h. Among
all cells detected in the 2D cell-detection step, we excluded ‘isolated’ cells that
were detected only in a single plane along the z direction, to remove noise. Next,
we unified the multiply-detected cells after applying a 3D mean filter kernel with
diameter DM2 in the second 3D-cell unifying step. The depth of the 3D mean filter
kernel in the z direction was set at 20 μm (4 pixels), and the diameter (DM2) was
determined depending on the surrounding peak number (NP) in each subregion
(Supplementary Fig. 11f). This is because optimal values for DM2 are relatively
dependent on the density of cells. For example, setting DM2 =  13.0 μm (20 pixels)
was the most accurate parameter value for brain regions with intermediate cell
densities (20 ≤ NP <  40) whereas DM2 =  18.2 μm (28 pixels) and DM2 =  10.4 μm (16
pixels) were more accurate for those with lower (NP < 20) and higher (40 ≤ NP) cell
densities, respectively. Then we introduced variable DM2 values optimized for the
cell density of each region to maximize accuracy (Supplementary Fig. 11e,f). After
mean filter application, local maxima in the z direction were detected.
Accuracy of this fully automated cell-detection protocol among various brain
regions was evaluated by comparing the results of automatic detection with
those from manual detection (Supplementary Fig. 13). To facilitate the accuracy
evaluation, we categorized brain areas into two types, densely populated areas
(DG and CBgr) and sparsely populated areas (other brain areas). For accuracy
evaluation of sparsely populated areas, more than 200 cells were manually detected.
Accuracy was calculated as the frequency of true-positive detections divided by
the sum of frequency of true-positive detection and the penalty value. The penalty
value was calculated as the sum of the frequency of false-negative detections,
frequency of false-positive detections, and frequency of overlapped detections. The
frequency of overlapped detection comprised a count of the number of overlapped
detections (for example, 1 for double detection, 2 for triple detection). For densely
populated areas, we took subvolume images with a thinner light sheet. The usual
low-illumination-NA condition was FWHM =  11.0 μm (measured) with scanning
step size =  5 μm while the high-illumination-NA condition was FWHM =  5.2 μm
(measured) with scanning step size =  2 μm. Using high-NA images, two people
performed independent manual counts and the results were compared with the
automatic count of low-NA images. Accuracy was calculated as described above.
To compare our two-step cell-detection algorithm with the direct 3D celldetection algorithm33, we evaluated the computation time and cell-detection
accuracy using the three image stacks from striatum, thalamus and cerebral
cortex layer 5/6. Each stack included 100 images. All the images were analyzed for
computation time, and parts of the images were used for accuracy estimation. For
the direct 3D cell-detection algorithm, we applied a cylinder-shaped mean filter
kernel with a diameter of 8.45 μm (13 pixels) and a height of 25 μm (5 pixels) and
detected local maxima. For the two-step algorithm, we applied a circle-shaped
mean filter kernel with a diameter of 8.45 μm (13 pixels) and detected local
maxima; then we used a cylinder-shaped mean filter kernel with a diameter of
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8.45 μm (13 pixels) and a height of 25 μm (5 pixels) in the second 3D cell-unifying
step. The ratio of computation time and accuracy of the cell-detection were
compared (Supplementary Fig. 11b).
Construction of a single-cell-resolution mouse brain atlas (CUBIC-Atlas).
The CUBIC-X images of C57BL/6 J mice brain were registered in the 25-μm
Allen Brain Atlas, and detected cells were then annotated. From the Allen Brain
Atlas website, we downloaded the atlasVolume file, which is a 3D assembled Nissl
volume of the reference brain used for registration, and the ‘annotation’ file, which
contains annotation ID in a reconstituted brain used for annotation (http://help.
brain-map.org/display/mousebrain/API). We prepared both atlasVolume and
‘annotation’ in TIFF format.
Initially, we prepared the downsampled images of CUBIC-X brain before
registration because conventional registration software is unable to handle large
files. The downsampled image size was 361 ×  428 ×  230 (x ×  y ×  z) with a voxel
size of 80.12 μm ×  80.10 μm ×  80.00 μm, saved as a TIFF file. We fitted the image
file to this size by appending pixels with a signal intensity of zero. Then the
downsampled image was registered to atlasVolume (we term this the ‘ABA brain’)
with an affine transformation using ANT software. In the affine transformation,
mutual information was used for the similarity metrics, with 64 bins and 300,000
samples as parameters of the ANTS function. The WarpImageMultiTransform
command was used to generate an aligned image. We could not smoothly map 3D
images of the CUBIC-X brain onto the ABA brain simply by using diffeomorphic
registrations such as B-spline transformation or SyN transformation. Thus, we
introduced an alternative registration based on the virtual coronal slices. After
roughly aligning the CUBIC-X images by affine transformation, we generated 111
overlapping 3D coronal slices with a 2.2-mm thickness at 100-μm steps from both
the CUBIC-X and ABA brains (Supplementary Fig. 14a). Then each coronal-slice
image of the CUBIC-X brain was nonlinearly registered onto the coronal-slice
images of the ABA brain. We used a symmetric normalization model (SyN) as the
nonlinear transformation. We used 100 ×  10 × 10 iterations for SyN, with crosscorrelation as the similarity metrics.
Because the transformation information was output as affine.txt files for
the affine transformation and as InverseWarp.nii.gz files for the nonlinear
transformation, we were able to trace the same registration process. In this
procedure, each coronal plane of the CUBIC-X brain was mapped 22 times onto
the ABA brain. We then calculated the normalized cross-correlations (NCCs) of
each CUBIC-X coronal image with the ABA coronal images. Next, we applied
individual cells to 22 different deformation fields and calculated 22 different
destinations. By referring to NCCs of coronal plane images in the individual
destinations, we identified the optimal deformation field displaying the highest
NCC. Based on this procedure, we registered individual cells of the CUBIC-X
brain to the ABA brain. Overall, it took about 3 d with our image processing
server to complete the registration of the whole brain. We note that the coronal
slice-based registration demonstrated better performance in annotating detected
cells when compared with a simple affine transformation or SyN transformation
(Supplementary Fig. 14).
After virtual-coronal-slice-based registration, we next annotated the detected
cells by referring to the ‘annotation’ file. We analyzed the annotation data from all
of the detected cells and removed cells annotated out of space in the ABA brain.
Based on results of this registration and annotation procedure, we generated a 3D
mouse brain atlas with a single-cell resolution and named this point-based brain
atlas CUBIC-Atlas.
Tto generate 3D annotation regions, we applied the Matlab function alphashape
and input an alpha diameter of 300 as a parameter for each annotated point set.
To generate 2D annotation regions, we extracted 100-μm-wide point sets from the
selected plane to form the alpha shape, followed by projection to the 2D plane
(Fig. 6c and Supplementary Fig. 14d).

taken from mice of various ages. After registration, we detected the nearest-neighbor
cell as a reference in CUBIC-Atlas to the cell of interest in the obtained images. To
reduce computational cost, we performed this search in locally allocated grids
(120 μm × 120 μm × 120 μm) partitioned from the atlas space (Supplementary Fig. 17).
We annotated the corresponding anatomical region of the nearest-neighbor cell
in CUBIC-Atlas to the region of the cell of interest and excluded the cells that
were annotated outside of the brain or allocated outside of the atlas space. To
characterize the developmental progression of cell numbers at each age, we first
analyzed the average cell numbers and s.d. for 1-week-old, 3- week-old, 8-week-old
and 6-month-old mice in each region (Fig. 5b,c) and revealed that variations in cell
numbers over different ages strongly depended on brain region. We calculated the
coefficient of variation (CV), i.e., normalized s.d. by the average cell number (Fig.
5d), and mapped CV values on the mouse brain schema (Fig. 5e). A dendrogram
schema was constructed using networkX66 and Gephi67 software and indicated
the hierarchical annotation structure of ABA (Fig. 5e). To investigate
developmental changes in cell numbers across the entire brain, we calculated
normalized cell numbers for each region by setting the cell number averaged over
ages to 1.0. For hierarchical clustering analysis, averaged values of normalized cell
numbers within each age group were used. Brain regions were then clustered based
on their normalized cell numbers over different ages, using the heatmap.2 function
in the gplots R package68, with Euclidean distance and the ward.D2 clustering
method (Fig. 5f). Four clusters were determined by the ‘cutree’ function in the
R stats package. This clustering analysis revealed four major clusters (Fig. 5g,h).
To see how accurately brains were anatomically annotated during early
postnatal development, we visualized the nucleic images of 1-week-old and
3-week-old mice with the anatomical annotations of detected cells. Cerebral
cortical layers of somatosensory areas, posterior parietal association areas and
visual areas are visualized with pseudo colors (Supplementary Fig. 19).
Probabilistic annotation of CUBIC-Atlas. Hyperactivated cells were detected as
in our previous paper14, and the detected cells were then registered and annotated
as above. Annotated cells were visualized in the brain (Fig. 7b and Supplementary
Fig. 22). For probabilistic annotation of the CUBIC-Atlas, a Gaussian probabilistic
distribution (σ  =  60 μm, using a post-CUBIC-X brain as baseline) was generated
around the registered cells. After integrating the probabilistic distribution
generated from all registered cells, we annotated the cell in the atlas by referring
to the value of the corresponding location in the resulting activity distribution.
Probabilistically annotated cells in CUBIC-Atlas were then clustered with the
kmean++algorithm implemented in Matlab.
Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were performed in R version 3.3.1 or
GraphPad Prism. Prior to Student’s t tests and one-way ANOVA, normality was
evaluated by Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests at a significance level of 0.05, and the
homogeneity of variance for each group was evaluated by Bartlett’s test. In both
tests, significance level was set to 0.05. To analyze swelling of gelatin blocks or
brains, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc tests were used when the groups
displayed normal distribution with equal variance, or Dunnett’s modified
Tukey–Kramer pairwise multiple comparison test when groups displayed
normal distribution without equal variance. For comparison of computation
time, accuracy, normalized cell numbers and cell numbers, Student’s t tests
were used after confirmation of normal distribution with equal variance. In this
study, P < 0.05 was considered significant (*P <  0.05, **P <  0.01, ***P <  0.001;
n.s., not significant). Data collection and analysis were not performed blind
to the conditions of the experiments. No statistical methods were used to
predetermine sample sizes, but our sample sizes are similar to those reported
in previous publications14,23. The mice used for whole-brain cell counting
were randomly chosen from colonies. Experiments were not performed in
a blinded fashion.

Mapping a Thy1-YFP-H mouse brain onto the CUBIC-Atlas. To see how
accurately anatomical annotations of a CUBIC-Atlas are performed, we overlaid
cerebral cortical layers of a Thy1-YFP-H mouse brain onto those of CUBICAtlas. A Thy1-YFP-H mouse brain was delipidated, PI stained, expanded and
gel-embedded as described above. Following fluorescence imaging of PI and YFP
with our customized LSFM, the images were downsampled before registration.
The downsampled PI signal image was then registered onto the CUBIC-Atlas
with an affine transformation followed by nonlinear SyN transformation. The
resulting affine matrix and deformation fields were applied to both the PI signal
and the YFP signal. The registered volumetric images of PI and YFP are shown
in Supplementary Fig. 16. Cerebral cortical layers of the CUBIC-Atlas are also
visualized in pseudocolors, overlaid with the registered images of PI and YFP
(Supplementary Fig. 16).

Life Sciences Reporting Summary. Further information on experimental design is
available in the Life Sciences Reporting Summary.

Whole-brain cell-profiling of mice at different ages. We performed whole-brain
cell profiling of 1-week-old, 3-week-old, 8-week-old and 6-month-old C57BL/6 N
mice according to the CUBIC-X pipeline (Fig. 5a). Detected cells from the whole
brain were registered and annotated to the anatomical regions in the CUBIC-Atlas
as a reference. In this step, we applied an affine transformation and the following
nonlinear SyN transformation to individual cells in each CUBIC-X image of brains
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Experimental design

1. Sample size
Describe how sample size was determined.

The sample sizes were determined based on the literatures in the fields. No statistical were
used to predetermine sample sizes.
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2. Data exclusions
Describe any data exclusions.

For developmental progression analysis, we excluded the cerebellum and olfactory bulb from
analysis due to their significant morphological change during early postnatal development.
We also excluded cortical layer 1 because the cell numbers of this outermost area of the
brain could be influenced by the residual arachnoid matter or the possible damages during
the dissection procedures.

3. Replication
Describe the measures taken to verify the reproducibility
of the experimental findings.

CUBIC-X pipeline was repeated more than ten times with independent brains and the results
were reliably reproduced. For whole-brain cell counting, three brains for each age were used.
The cell numbers and their variations in the areas used for early postnatal developmental
analysis are shown in Figure 6 and Supplementary Figs. 20, 21. All three brains show the same
trends.

4. Randomization
Describe how samples/organisms/participants were
allocated into experimental groups.

The mice used for whole-brain cell counting were randomly chosen from colonies.

5. Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to
group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.

No blinding was done in this study because knowledge of experimental conditions was
required during data collection. Analysis was conducted using automated workflow.

Note: all in vivo studies must report how sample size was determined and whether blinding and randomization were used.
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6. Statistical parameters

n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same
sample was measured repeatedly
A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one- or two-sided
Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.

A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
Test values indicating whether an effect is present
Provide confidence intervals or give results of significance tests (e.g. P values) as exact values whenever appropriate and with effect sizes noted.

A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
Clearly defined error bars in all relevant figure captions (with explicit mention of central tendency and variation)
See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.
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Software

Policy information about availability of computer code

7. Software
Describe the software used to analyze the data in this
study.

Terastitcher, MATLAB, ANTs, networkX, Gephi, Imaris, R, Graphpad Prism, Microsoft excel,
LABVIEW, Image J and Fusion360 were used. We used custom scripts for the construction of
CUBIC-Atlas with anatomical annotation, and for activity mapping on CUBIC-Atlas.

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the paper but not yet described in the published literature, software must be made
available to editors and reviewers upon request. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). Nature Methods guidance for
providing algorithms and software for publication provides further information on this topic.
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Materials and reagents

Policy information about availability of materials

8. Materials availability
Indicate whether there are restrictions on availability of
unique materials or if these materials are only available
for distribution by a third party.

No unique materials were used.

9. Antibodies
Describe the antibodies used and how they were validated No antibodies were used.
for use in the system under study (i.e. assay and species).

10. Eukaryotic cell lines
a. State the source of each eukaryotic cell line used.

No eukaryotic cell lines were used .

b. Describe the method of cell line authentication used.

No eukaryotic cell lines were used .

c. Report whether the cell lines were tested for
mycoplasma contamination.

No eukaryotic cell lines were used .

d. If any of the cell lines used are listed in the database
of commonly misidentified cell lines maintained by
ICLAC, provide a scientific rationale for their use.

No commonly misidentified cell lines were used.
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Animals and human research participants

Policy information about studies involving animals; when reporting animal research, follow the ARRIVE guidelines

11. Description of research animals
Provide all relevant details on animals and/or
animal-derived materials used in the study.

6-month-old Thy1-YHP-H transgenic female mice, 10-week-old PLP-YFP (PLP-tTA::tetOChR2EYFP) transgenic male mice and 11-week-old Mcl1-YFP (Mlc1-tTA::tetO-YC) transgenic
female mice were used to render whole-brain imaging of fluorescent reporter proteins. 4month-old R26-H2B-EGFP male mice were used for observation of influence of delipidation
over nuclei. 8-week-old male mice of C57BL/6J were used to build the whole brain atlas with
single-cell resolution. C57BL/6N mice were used to analyze whole-brain cell profiling over
different aged mice. 1-week-old male mice were purchased from CLEA Japan, and 3-, 8-weekand 6-month-old male mice were from Japan SLC, Inc.

Policy information about studies involving human research participants

12. Description of human research participants
Describe the covariate-relevant population
characteristics of the human research participants.

The research did not involve human research participants.
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Supplementary Figure 1
Development of gelatin-based high-throughput screening assay.
(a) The swelling ratio (the average and SD) of chemically treated brain samples and gelatin gel between before and after chemical
treatment shown in Fig. 1a (brain; n = 2, gelatin; n = 3). All chemicals are chosen from our previous study (Online Methods). Urea
derivatives (blue color) remarkably swelled brain samples compared to ionic chemicals (red color). (b) The plots of zeta potential
against pH for various protein samples. Each zeta potential curve was fitted to fourth-order polynomials. The isoelectric points were
determined by calculating crossing points of polynomials with the x-axis. The measurements were repeated three times at each pH
point. (c) Correlation of the 975 nm absorbance and apparent height of type B gelatin (n = 3) treated with PBS, water, or 8 other
chemicals indicated in the panel. The 975 nm absorbance of chemically treated gelatin gels showed a linear correlation with the
apparent height of those. R-squared value was calculated with all data plots. All values are mean ± SD.

Supplementary Figure 2
CUBIC-X1 and CUBIC-X2 for whole-brain expansion and hyperhydrative RI matching.
(a) Swelling ratios of delipidated hemisphere brains treated by imidazole aqueous solutions for 1 day. Delipidated hemisphere brains
were immersed in various concentration of imidazole aqueous solutions (n = 6). The 20% imidazole solution, termed CUBIC-X1, was
the minimal concentration to achieve the largest expansion volume (***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc test for
multiple comparisons). (b) Refractive indices of cocktails of imidazole and antipyrine (n = 3). We note that the standard error of several
points cannot be shown because those measured values rounded at third decimal place resulted in the identical values. (c) Swelling
ratios of hemisphere brains by RI matching media. Delipidated hemisphere brains were treated with CUBIC-X1 for 1 day, and then
immersed in various kinds of RI media for 1 day (n = 3, *p < 0.05, Dunnett’s Modified Tukey-Kramer pairwise multiple comparison test).
All values are mean ± SD.

Supplementary Figure 3
Embedding of a CUBIC-X brain into an agarose gel.
(a) Transmission images of water, CUBIC-X2, 2% agarose, and 2% agarose CUBIC-X2. 2% agarose CUBIC-X2 showed high
transparency while 2% agarose showed white turbidity. (b) Image of a CUBIC-X brain (2% agarose CUBIC-X2). The gel embedded
expanded brain was highly transparent and solid enough to mount on the LSFM. (c) Transmission curves of water, CUBIC-X2, 2%
agarose, 2% agarose CUBIC-X2, and CUBIC-X brain (2% agarose CUBIC-X2). Light transmittance around the visible region (380-780
nm) was measured (n = 3). (d) Three regions of the brain quantified in e. (e) ScaleA2 and CUBIC-X2 treated CUBIC-X1 expanded
brains were placed on USAF chart for quantitative analysis of scattering. The CUBIC-X2 brains were embedded in 2% agarose. (f)
Comparison of the local contrasts of the ScaleA2 and CUBIC-X2 treated CUBIC-X1 expanded brains. The local contrasts were
quantified by referring local intensity profiles over element 2, group 2 of USAF chart (Online Methods, n = 3, ***p < 0.001, independent
two-tailed t-test). All values are mean ± SD. Scale bars indicate 5 mm (a, d) and 500 μm (e).

Supplementary Figure 4
Intensity of fluorescent proteins in various CUBIC solutions.
Quenching test of fluorescent proteins by several CUBIC reagents. The indicated recombinant fluorescent proteins were incubated in
each reagent or PBS for up to two weeks. The bars indicate the averages (n = 2).

Supplementary Figure 5
CUBIC-X brain images acquired by commercial LSFM and commercial confocal microscopy.
(a) Using a commercial LSFM, a low-magnification images of a PI-stained brain before (upper) and after (lower) CUBIC-X were
obtained with 2× and 1× zoom lens, respectively (Online Methods). Insets: magnified views of the brains. (b) Volume-rendered images
of a PI-stained brain before (left) and after (right) CUBIC-X in the same scale. Volumes were quantified by segmenting the brains
(Online Methods). (c) PI-stained brain after CUBIC-X treatment was imaged with commercial LSFM with 4× magnification. To generate
a virtual thin light sheet, four images with different light sheet focus positions were tiled together. DG: dentate gyrus, chpl: Choroid
plexus, CTX: Cerebral cortex. (d-g) Magnified views of representative regions in brain. (h-k) Magnified views of d,e,f,g, respectively. (l)
Fluorescent protein imaging of a Thy1-YFP-H mouse brain with a commercial confocal microscope. A Thy1-YFP-H mouse brain was
cleared and expanded with CUBIC-X protocol, and imaged with confocal microscopy (25×, NA = 1.0). The volume rendered image (an
upper panel; a volume size of 0.5 mm × 0.5 mm × 6.3 mm) and images of maximum-intensity projections (lower panels; 225 μm, 225
μm, 10 μm, 10 μm in thickness from left) are visualized. For all panels, experiments were repeated three times with independent brains.
The representative images are shown.

Supplementary Figure 6
Multi-cellular scale evaluation of distortion and cellular loss during delipidation and expansion procedures.
(a) Sequential observation of nuclei during the delipidation process. The sliced brains of R26-H2B-EGFP mice were observed prior to
the delipidation process (day 0). The slices were repeatedly observed during the delipidation process (day 2, 4, 7 and 14). Because
repeated observation with fluorescence microscopy bleaches EGFP signal, propidium iodide was added at day 3 to enhance the signal
of nuclei. Two regions of the brains (periaqueductal gray and cerebral cortex layer 5/6) are shown. Scale bars indicate 25 μm in the
scale of a “before-CUBIC-X” brain. (b) Multi-cellular scale comparison of “before-CUBIC-X” brain and “after-CUBIC-X” brain. Two
regions (hippocampal molecular layer and cerebral cortex layer 5/6) are shown. The corresponding images of “after-CUBIC-X” brain,
which were linearly registered to “before-CUBIC-X” brain images by affine transformation, are also shown (Online Methods). It was
confirmed that none of the nuclei were lost in the investigated area. The merged images after registration are shown on the right. Scale
bars indicate 50 μm in the scale of a “before-CUBIC-X” brain. In (a) and (b), a perspective 3D rendering was used by Imaris software for
visualization. Experiments were repeated three times with independent brain slices or brains. The representative images are shown.
(c,d) Schematic procedures of the measurement of 1D-cell density (c) and intercellular expansion ratio (d). 1D-cell density was
measured for every pair of cells by counting the number of nuclei between the pair. Intercellular expansion ratio was calculated for
every pair of cells as L2/L1. For the analysis, images of “after-CUBIC-X” were registered to images of “before-CUBIC-X” by similarity
transformation. (e) The relation between 1D-cell density and Intercellular expansion ratio. Blue and orange dashed lines indicate overall
expansion ratios in hippocampal molecular layer and cerebral cortex layer 5/6, respectively.

Supplementary Figure 7
Global scale evaluation of distortion during expansion procedures.
(a) Comparison of merged images of “before-CUBIC-X” (magenta) and “after-CUBIC-X” (green) brain between before- and after-nonlinear transformation. After linear registration by affine transformation, three horizontal images were merged in the hippocampal region
(2.5 mm × 2.5 mm × 2.5 mm) of a “before-CUBIC-X” (magenta) brain to the corresponding images of an “after-CUBIC-X” (green) brain
in the upper row. After further non-linear transformation, the corresponding images are shown in the lower row. Scale bars indicate 500
μm in the scale of a “before-CUBIC-X” brain. (b) Schematic procedures of the measurement of root-mean-square (RMS) error value in
Fig. 3b. L’ and L were calculated by measuring the Euclidean distance between two points of before non-linear registration (shown as
A’ and B’) and after non-linear registration (shown as A and B), respectively. Both of L’ and L were measured in the scale of the before
non-linear transformed image.

Supplementary Figure 8
Optical layout of the customized light sheet microscope.
Electrically tunable lenses (ETL) were put for the adjustment of the light-sheet focus position along the x-direction. Galvanometer
scanners were introduced for adjusting a light-sheet position along z-direction (shown as “sheet pos. galvo”). Autofocus (i.e. adjustment
of the light-sheet z-position) by these galvanometer scanners was performed every 1 mm.

Supplementary Figure 9
Quantitative measurements of the displacements during the imaging sequence.
(a) Coronal and sagittal image merged by θ-rotation with dorsal (θ = 0°) and ventral (θ = 180°) sides of the CUBIC-X brain. Red dashed
line is the merged position. Scale bars indicate 2000 μm in the scale of a “before-CUBIC-X” brain. (b) Quantitative evaluation of
stitching displacement errors in x, y, and z-axes in the xy-direction tiling. We prepared 10 × 10 tiles of 600 images for each stack with
10% overlap in both x- and y-direction. Stitching distance was calculated with the stitching software, TeraStitcher. The displacement
errors of all possible combinations of the stacks are shown. The average ± SD are shown. (c) Quantitative evaluation of theta tile
displacement around x, y, and z-axes. We prepared two sets [ventral (θ = 0°) and dorsal view (θ = 180°)] of 10 × 10 tiles of 600 images
for each stack with 10% overlap in both x- and y-direction. These images were stitched with TeraStitcher, and the resulting stitched
images were downsampled. The downsampled ventral images were registered to the downsampled dorsal images by ANTs. Then
Euler angle around x, y, and z-axes, and translation were calculated.

Supplementary Figure 10
Whole-brain imaging of a CUBIC-X expanded brain with customized LSFM resolves multiscale cellular structures.
(a) Volume rendered image of PLP-tTA::tetO-ChR2EYFP mouse brain, imaged by customized LSFM. (b) Magnified view of a in the
region enclosed in the green box. The maximum intensity projection along V-D axis spanning 500 μm was applied to generate the
image. (c) Detailed view of a from the striatum region. Because CUBIC-X highly retains the fluorescent proteins, subcellular structures
of a single oligodendrocyte cell (indicated by a white arrow) can be clearly imaged by LSFM. (d) From the images shown in a, the fiber
orientations were color-coded by their orientations, which were determined by applying fiber enhancement filter (Online Methods) (e)
Volume rendered image of Thy1-YFP-H mouse brain, imaged by customized LSFM. (f) Magnified view of e in the region enclosed in the
blue box. The maximum intensity projection along V-D axis spanning 1000 μm was applied to generate the image. (g) Detailed view of
e from the cerebral cortex. (h) A magnified view of g in the region enclosed in the red box. Branching of axons as well as single spines
(indicated by white arrows) can be clearly resolved by expanding the sample and using the high-resolution LSFM. In b, c, f, g and h, the
image intensity was adjusted by taking the logarithms of raw intensity for better visual contrast. For b and f, three image tiles were
stitched together by blending the overlapping regions with linear weight using “Pairwise Stitching” plugin in ImageJ. Scale bars indicate
5 mm (a), 500 μm (b), 20 μm (c), 1 mm (d), 5 mm (e), 500 μm (f), 100 μm (g), and 20 μm (h) in the scale of “after-CUBIC-X” brain.

Supplementary Figure 11
A two-step convolution algorithm for the detection of cell nuclei in a whole brain.
(a) Schematic of cell detection of nuclear-stained CUBIC-X brain images. To establish two-step cell-detection algorithm, we first
detected individual cells in a 2D xy-plane, and then unified the multiply-detected cells in 3D volume. In each step of this algorithm, we
detected local maxima after applying a different mean filter. We used a 2D mean filter kernel with a diameter D M1 in the first GPU-based
2D cell-detection step, and 3D mean filter kernel with a diameter D M2 in the second CPU-based 3D cell-unifying step, respectively. (b)
Comparison of calculation speed and accuracy in cell detection between 3D-based one-step convolution algorithm and our two-step
algorithm (***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05, independent two-tailed t-test). The average ± SD were evaluated in the independent three regions.
(c) The effect of the first 2D mean filter in cell detection. While no filters [D M1 = 0.65 μm (1 pixel)] to the raw data resulted in multiple
detections of a single cell, large diameter [D M1 = 18.85 μm (29 pixels)] led to the failure in detecting all cells within the image. The
accuracy of cell detection depends on mean filter diameter (D M1 ). Scale bars indicate 50 μm in the scale of an “after-CUBIC-X” brain.
(d) The plots of the accuracy of 2D cell-detection against D M1 in cerebral cortex layer 2/3, hippocampal CA3, and olfactory bulb granular
layer, respectively. We found D M1 of 8.45 μm was the optimal value over the three regions. (e) The effect of the second 3D mean filter
in cell detection. After 2D cell detection, a single cell was multiply detected over the several stacked images (left). Then, we attempted
to unify the multiply-detected points by detecting local maxima of these points in the z-direction. We succeeded in the convergence of
the multiply detected points (red arrow; local maxima of after 3D mean filter) after 3D mean filtering while failing to unify these points
before 3D mean filtering blue arrow; local maxima of before 3D mean filter. (f) The plots of the accuracy of 3D cell-unification against

surrounding peak number (NP, Online Methods) in the three different D M2 value. We note that optimal values for D M2 were highly
dependent on the density of cells. 13.0 μm for D M2 was the most accurate parameter value for the brain region with an intermediated
cell density whereas 18.2 μm and 10.4 μm for D M2 were the more accurate for those with lower and higher cell density, respectively.

Supplementary Figure 12
The automated determination of an image threshold.
Background threshold was determined by the histogram of pixel intensity in each sub-region (1/100 of the original image) in the 2D celldetection step. We determined the intensity less than 2 × mode as background intensity, and then extracted background signals (blue).
Next, we calculated mean intensity and SD from the resulting histogram, and then determined the intensity less than 2 SD above the
mean intensity as an image threshold (red). Scale bars indicate 200 μm in the scale of an “after-CUBIC-X” brain.

Supplementary Figure 13
The evaluation of accuracy for the automated detection of cell nuclei in a whole brain.
(a) The representative images of cell detection in sparsely populated areas. Because cell detection was performed in a threedimensional manner, the cellular nuclei shown in single planes (magenta) were repeatedly detected in different axial positions. The
lateral positions of detected cellular nuclei (green) in surrounding z-planes (1, 3, 5, or 7) were shown in each image. CTX, cerebral
cortex; TH, thalamus; cc, corpus callosum; MOBgr, main olfactory bulb granular layer; MB, midbrain. Scale bars indicate 100 μm in the
scale of an “after-CUBIC-X” brain. (b) The representative images of cell detection in densely populated areas. DG, dentate gyrus; CBgr,
cerebellum granular layer. For a and b, experiments were repeated more than ten times with independent brains. The representative
images are shown. (c) Image comparison of low-illumination-NA condition (measured FWHM = 11.0 μm, scanning step size= 5.0 μm)
and high-illumination-NA condition (measured FWHM = 5.2 μm, scanning step size= 2.0 μm). Horizontal and coronal sectional images
of DG and CBgr are shown. Scale bars indicate 50 μm in the scale of “after-CUBIC-X” brain. Experiments were repeated three times
with different brain areas. The representative images are shown. (d) Comparison of the manually annotated nuclei with the
automatically detected nuclei. Two people independently annotated the nuclei for manual annotation. Scale bars indicate 50 μm in the
scale of “after-CUBIC-X” brain. (e) Projected image of manually annotated nuclei and automatically detected nuclei in DG and CBgr.
The projection of 25 μm are shown. Scale bars indicate 50 μm in the scale of “after-CUBIC-X” brain. (f) Details of the accuracy of the
automated two-step cell-detection algorithm in DG and CBgr. (g) The accuracy of the cell detection in various brain areas. Red and blue
lines indicate 0.9 and 0.8, respectively. For f and g, one and three volumetric images were used for each to evaluate accuracy.

Supplementary Figure 14
Non-linear registration of coronal slices in a CUBIC-X brain to Allen Brain Atlas.
(a) A schematic diagram for the registration of a CUBIC-X brain to an Allen Brian Atlas (ABA) brain based on the virtual coronal slices.
After registration of the CUBIC-X brain images by affine transformation, we generated about a hundred overlapping 3D coronal slices
with a 2.2-mm thickness at a 100-μm step both from the CUBIC-X and ABA brains. We then registered each coronal-slice image of the
CUBIC-X brain onto the coronal-slice images of the ABA brain by non-linear transformation. (b) Coronal single-plane images of a
CUBIC-X brain with affine transformation (“Affine”), a CUBIC-X brain with non-linear transformation based on coronal slices (“Coronal
slice-based SyN”), an ABA brain (“ABA”), and merged coronal single-plane images of non-linearly transformed CUBIC-X (green) and
ABA brains (red). (c) Normalized cross-correlations of a CUBIC-X brain against an ABA brain over entire coronal single-plane positions
by straightforward affine transformation (“Affine”, blue), straightforward non-linear transformation (“SyN”, green), and non-linear
transformation based on coronal slices (“Coronal slice-based SyN”, red). (d) Sagittal and coronal images of a 2D and 3D single-cellresolution mouse brain atlas (CUBIC-Atlas) based on an 8-week-old C57BL/6J mouse brain. For non-linear transformation, symmetric
normalization (SyN) in ANTs software was used (Online Methods).

Supplementary Figure 15
A single-cell-resolution mouse brain atlas (CUBIC-Atlas).
(a-c) Horizontal (a), sagittal (b) and coronal (c) single-plane images of CUBIC-Atlas. Each color indicates a corresponding anatomical
area (see also Supplementary Table 3 for color). Scale bars indicate 5 mm in the scale of “after-CUBIC-X” brain. Each slice is shown at
1.495 mm (a), 0.845 mm (b) and 0.585 mm (c) step.

Supplementary Figure 16
Layers of Cerebral cortex in a CUBIC-Atlas overlaid with a PI-stained Thy1-YFP-H mouse brain.
A PI stained Thy1-YFP-H mouse brain was expanded by CUBIC-X and imaged with the customized LSFM. The acquired volumetric
images were downsampled, then non-linearly registered to a CUBIC-Atlas. The layer structures of CUBIC-Atlas were overlaid with the
images of PI and YFP, respectively. Cerebral cortical layers of somatosensory areas, posterior parietal association areas, and visual
areas of a CUBIC-Atlas were visualized with pseudo-color codes. L1, layer 1; L2/3, layer 2/3; L4, layer 4; L5, layer 5; L6a, layer 6a; L6b,
layer 6b. Experiments were repeated twice with independent brains and the representative images are shown. Scale bars indicate 2000
μm in the scale of an “after-CUBIC-X” brain.

Supplementary Figure 17
Anatomical annotation with CUBIC-Atlas.
After registration, we detected the nearest neighbor cell as a reference in CUBIC-Atlas to the cell of interest in the obtained images. To
reduce computational cost, we performed this search in the locally allocated grids (120 μm × 120 μm × 120 μm) partitioned from the
atlas space. We annotated the corresponding region of the nearest neighbor cell in CUBIC-Atlas to a region of the cell of interest
(Online Methods).

Supplementary Figure 18
Whole-brain cell profiling over different developmental stages.
(a) Horizontal images of CUBIC-X brains of different aged mice before and after registration to CUBIC-Atlas. “Before-registration”
images are shown on the left. Indicated numbers mean the horizontal slice positions. In the “After-registration” images, green shows the
reference brain and magenta shows the registered brains. (b) Normalized cell number over different aged mice (n = 3). The average ±
SD are shown.

Supplementary Figure 19
Mapping of 1-week-old and 3-week-old mice brains onto a CUBIC-Atlas.
PI-stained 1-week-old and 3-week-old mice brains were mapped onto and annotated with a CUBIC-Atlas based on an 8-week-old
mouse brain. Cerebral cortical layers of somatosensory areas, posterior parietal association areas, and visual areas with annotations
are visualized with pseudo colors. On the left, red squares indicate the approximate positions of the magnified brain regions shown in
the right. Experiments were repeated three times with independent brains. The representative images are shown. L1, layer 1; L2/3,
layer 2/3; L4, layer 4; L5, layer 5; L6a, layer 6a; L6b, layer 6b. Scale bars indicate 1000 μm in the scale of an “after-CUBIC-X” brain.

Supplementary Figure 20
Whole-brain cell profiling over different developmental stages in midbrain.
The significant increase of the total cell number in the midbrain (n = 3, ***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05, independent two-tailed t-test).
Background color represents each classification of the midbrain (Pink for motor-related areas, blue for behavioral-state-related areas
and purple for sensory-related areas, respectively). The average ± SD are shown.

Supplementary Figure 21
Whole-brain cell profiling over different developmental stages in cerebral cortex.
The significant decrease in the total cell number in visual areas (a) and primary somatosensory areas (b) of the cerebral cortex areas (n
= 3, *** p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, independent two-tailed t-test). The average ± SD are shown.

Supplementary Figure 22
Probabilistic mapping of pharmacologically stimulated mouse brains expressing an Arc-dVenus reporter onto a CUBIC-Atlas.
Temporal variation of distribution of hyper-activated cells in the whole brain. Original image data were obtained in Tatsuki et al. (Online
Methods), and re-analyzed in this study. Arc-dVenus expressing cells in mice with or without the chronic administration of MK-801 are
shown. The color represents an anatomical area of the detected cells. All brain samples used in the experiment are shown except the
brain samples shown in Fig. 7b.

